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ABSTRACT: Oxides with proton conductivity have a great potential for
applications in environmental energy technology. Despite the Ba-
Ce0.4Zr0.4Y0.2O3−δ (BCZY) perovskites being well-known proton conductors,
it is a challenge to determine the optimal operating temperature range where
the energy applications benefit most from this unique property. The protonic
transport properties strongly depend on crystal structure and local distortions
in the participating cation coordination sphere, according to related
temperatures and gas feed. The transport and crystallographic properties of
BCZY were simultaneously studied by impedance spectroscopy (IS) and
synchrotron X-ray diffraction (S-XRD). A strong correlation between
conductivity and the lattice parameter, corresponding in principle to a cubic
symmetry, was observed, mainly between 400 and 700 °C. The protonic
conductivity range was analyzed by the H/D isotopic effect on the impedance
spectra, which helped to identify protonic conduction as the governing transport mechanism below 600 °C, while the transport via
oxygen vacancies dominates above this temperature. In order to assess the real crystallographic structure, the simultaneous
refinement of laboratory XRD and neutron diffraction (ND) patterns was performed. According to this, BCZY changes from
rhombohedral symmetry below 400 °C to cubic at 600 °C in a second-order phase transition. Complementary quasielastic neutron
scattering (QENS) enables us to determine a protonic jump length of 3.1 Å, which matches the O−O distances in the octahedral
oxygen coordination sphere around the cations. These results support the protonic self-diffusion through proton hopping between
intraoctahedral O sites as the main transport mechanism up to 600 °C.
KEYWORDS: BaCe0.4Zr0.4Y0.2O3−δ (BCZY) protonic conductor, transport nature mechanism, isotopic effect, neutron techniques,
protonic self-diffusion, crystallographic properties
■ INTRODUCTION
Barium cerates and zirconates are oxides able to transport
protons through their crystal structure, by proton hopping
between perovskite O-sites.1,2 This feature makes them
potential candidates as hydrogen sensors,3 as membranes for
hydrogen purification4 and isotopic exchange of H/D/T,5 and
as electrolytes for proton conducting solid oxide fuel cells (PC-
SOFC) and solid oxide electrolyzer cells (PC-SOEC).6
Recently, BaCe0.4Zr0.4Y0.2O3−δ (BCZY) perovskites were
proposed as a potential PC-SOFC electrolyte due to its high
bulk protonic conductivity and good CO2 tolerance.
7−15
However, our previous work suggests that BCZY is a protonic
conductor only below 600 °C.13 In all of the above listed
applications, BCZY is exposed to extreme operational
conditions (high electrical current, temperature, pressure,
oxidizing/reducing atmospheres, etc.) leaving the doubt if
the transport properties would be affected by external factors
such as changes in the chemical potential, electric fields, etc.
The simultaneous characterization of crystallographic, electro-
chemical, and thermodynamic properties allows us to under-
stand and predict the behavior of the material under realistic
operating conditions. In this sense, in situ/in operando
characterization techniques cover a major field of capabilities
under development at worldwide large facilities16−18 and, to an
extensive scale, on laboratory level.19 Many examples of these
techniques were applied to the study of materials related to
batteries,20−32 SOFCs,33−39 and catalysis.40−42 However, the
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kind of simultaneous measurements conducted in this work
has not yet been reported for protonic conductor materials,
despite the fact that the simultaneous characterization of
crystallographic and electrochemical properties is fundamental
for understanding H-transport processes as well as PC-SOFC
limitations and advantages.
In addition, neutron-based techniques can provide some
powerful tools for the characterization of protonic conductor
materials.43 Quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS)44−49 and
neutron diffraction (ND)50−53 are complementary techniques
that allow evaluating transport and crystallographic properties,
respectively. QENS is a technique that allows determining H
diffusive dynamics and diffusion coefficients by profiting from
the large incoherent neutron scattering cross section of
hydrogen. Neutron diffraction is highly suitable for the
determination of O-related crystallographic parameters due
to the better contrast between elastic scattering cross sections
compared to powder XRD and may help to determine crystal
symmetry, space groups, oxygen content and positions,
octahedral tilting, etc. This technique is also useful to
determine the crystallographic position of hydrogen in the
perovskite structure; they can be identified by comparing dry
and deuterated samples (i.e., deuterium has a positive elastic
scattering cross section while hydrogen shows a negative one).
These techniques have been used in the past to study proton
conductors. For example, Malavasi et al. studied Ba(Ce,Zr,Y)-
O3−δ perovskites by combination of ND and synchrotron X-ray
diffraction (S-XRD)54 and reported several phase transitions
(monoclinic, orthorhombic, rhombohedral, and cubic symme-
tries). Noferini et al. used QENS to determine hydrogen
diffusion constants, jump lengths, and activation energies for
Ba(Zr,Sc,In,Y)O3−δ compounds and proved the feasibility of
this technique to study hydrogen transport phenomena in
perovskites.55
In this work, we present an in situ study on crystallography
and conductivity of a BCZY ionic conductor by means of S-
XRD and impedance spectroscopy (IS), respectively. The
protonic conductivity was evaluated by experiments on the
isotopic effect via IS with the aim to prove the temperature
range of this unique property and the operating conditions for
the energy applications. Proton transport parameters such as
diffusion coefficient and jump lengths were also calculated
from QENS data of hydrated samples until 600 °C.
Crystallographic information was obtained by combining
laboratory XRD and ND, in order to reveal the structure of
BCZY until 600 °C. Results from complementary techniques
at room temperature such as transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) were
discussed with the aim to point out how, sometimes, these
techniques are inadequate to reveal the crystal structure of
oxides. This work also emphasizes the need to perform in situ
experiments and to test proton conductivity in H2O/D2O
containing atmospheres to prove the protonic nature of
conductivity. In addition, the combination of X-ray with
neutron techniques is essential for a complete understanding of
the H-transport mechanism and the influence of the crystal
structure, which makes the exact characterization of the BCZY
crystal structure necessary to enable a realistic correlation with
the observed hydrogen transport properties.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation and Preliminary Structural Character-
ization. The BCZY perovskite was synthesized by a solid state
reaction and sintered at 1600 °C for 12 h.13 Sintered pellets were
ground in an agate mortar when powders were required. Phase purity
was checked by laboratory XRD using a PANalytical Empyrean
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation, graphite monochromator, and
PIXcel3D detector in Bragg−Brentano geometry in the range 10−120°
2θ. X-ray pattern analysis was performed by applying the Rietveld
method with Fullprof and a BCZY structure model with the space
group Pm3m.13
Particle and crystalline shapes of the BCZY powder were studied by
TEM by using a Philips CM 200UT microscope at an acceleration
voltage of 200 kV, where overview and high resolution bright field
images were obtained. SAED patterns were collected and indexed
with the same structural model used for XRD to check crystallo-
graphic parameters. Elementary analysis was performed by energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).
XAS measurements were collected at the LNLS XAFS1 DB04
beamline at Zr K-edge between 17.8 and 19.0 keV in transmission
geometry56 at room temperature. Energy calibration was performed
by placing a Zr metal foil standard between the second and third
ionization chamber. Previous to these measurements, BCZY powders
were dried at 800 °C under synthetic air to simplify data analysis. In
addition, BCZY powders were diluted with BN to reduce radiation
absorption and were pressed to pellets. Data were analyzed using the
Demeter package.57 X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy
(XANES) data were compared with BaZrO3 spectra collected in the
same conditions. Theoretical backscattering paths were calculated
with the FEFF6 code58 using the structure model obtained from the
Rietveld analysis of the diffraction patterns acquired from the same
samples. Both cubic and rhombohedral structures were also
accounted for in the modeling of the extended X-ray absorption
fine structure (EXAFS) data range. These calculations were
performed using BaZrO3 as a structural model. The cluster size was
delimited within a 12 Å radius sphere. EXAFS signal were Fourier
transformed in the range of photoelectron wavenumber k = 2.709−13
Å−1 by applying a Kaiser−Bessel window (dk = 1 Å−1). The first
coordination sphere was fitted in the real space R in the range R =
1.25−1.93 Å using k-weights of 1, 2, and 3 simultaneously, and
without constraints in the geometrical parameters (only coordination
number N was maintained fixed at 6), obtaining an R-factor of 0.018.
Simultaneous Characterization: In Situ Crystallographic
and Conductivity Study. S-XRD patterns and IS spectra were
simultaneously collected between room temperature and 800 °C in a
gas feed of wet (∼2% H2O) synthetic air (20% O2/N2) with 100 mL/
min. A homemade sample holder and furnace59 were used to study
the electrical and structural properties simultaneously under in situ
conditions (see the Supporting Information). A dense square BCZY
bar (∼0.5 × 0.5 × 0.1 cm) was used for a better determination of high
temperature bulk conductivity and optimal irradiated surface.
Diffraction patterns as a function of temperature were collected at
the LNLS XPD-D10B beamline60 in the high intensity mode by a
Dectris Mythen 1K linear position sensitive detector for 2θ between
20 and 100°. The wavelength was calibrated to 1.5488(1) Å by using
an Al2O3 powder from NIST (SRM 676a) as standard. A Y2O3
standard was used to determine the instrumental resolution function
and an ionization chamber was used as monitor to normalize the
photon flux. The crystal structures were obtained by the refinement of
the structure models with the S-XRD data by the Rietveld method
using sequential mode of the FullProf Suite software61 based on the
cubic Pm3m space group reported at room temperature.7,8,12 A
Thompson−Cox−Hastings pseudo-Voigt convoluted with axial
divergence asymmetry function was used to fit the peak shape.62
The microstructural parameters, such as those related to crystallite
size and microstrain effects, were calculated by using an isotropic
model.
Electrical conductivity of the BCZY sintered bar was studied by IS.
Silver ink was used to prepare a current collector on parallel opposing
sides of the BCYZ bar. Measurements were performed by using a
BioLogic SP-300 potentiostat/galvanostat, from 7 MHz to 0.1 Hz at a
50 mV amplitude. IS spectra were fitted with the electrochemical
equivalent circuit (EEC), by using Zview2 software according to
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previous results.13 Before simultaneous S-XRD and IS measurements
were performed, the sample was annealed at 800 °C for 2 h and then
at 400 °C for 4 h under wet synthetic air, to ensure full hydration of
the BCZY dense sample.
Proton Conductivity Verification. The isotopic effect on BCZY
conductivity was studied by IS to check the temperature range of
protonic conductivity, collecting data between 200 and 900 °C, under
synthetic air (20% O2/N2) humidified with regular or heavy water
vapor (∼2% H2O or ∼2% D2O, respectively). Measurements were
performed using an Autolab PGSTAT30 potentiostat/galvanostat,
from 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz with a 50 mV amplitude. Impedance spectra
were similarly fitted to those collected for in situ tests. The electrical
transport analysis was complemented with room temperature
permittivity measurements of BCZY under atmospheric air. These
measurements were performed between 300 kHz and 20 Hz with a
Wayne−Kerr 6425 precision component analyzer, a metal box rig, and
silver ink as collector. The permittivities of BCZY sintered bars were
measured horizontally (∼0.5 cm distance) and vertically (∼0.1 cm)
by applying 1000 and 200 mV amplitudes, respectively. Previously,
the sample was annealed (i) at 800 °C during 2 h and then at 400 °C
for 4 h both under distilled water vapor and (ii) with the same
conditions as for (i) but under heavy water vapor both corresponding
to oxidizing atmospheres. These annealings allow us to saturate the
oxygen vacancies with H2O or D2O.
Additionally, the hydrogen diffusion coefficient was determined by
QENS. The spectra of BCZY were collected at several temperatures
while heating between room temperature and 800 °C under an
atmospheric air flow of 100 mL/min. Spectra were collected at the
backscattering spectrometer IN16B, at the ILL, using an incident
wavelength of 6.271 Å and Si (111) unpolished analyzers.63 IN16B
has an energy resolution of ∼0.75 μeV and minimum and maximum
momentum transfers (Q sin4 θ= π
λ
) of 0.2 and 1.9 Å−1, respectively.
Spectra were collected using the high flux (HF) standard position.
Initially, the BCZY powder was annealed in a quartz tube at 400 °C
for 2 h in wet air, in order to ensure that it was completely hydrated.
Then the quartz tube was mounted in a furnace and a heating run
between room temperature and 800 °C was performed. QENS spectra
were taken at several temperatures, and additionally the intensity in
the elastic channel at ℏω = 0 (elastic fixed window scan EFWS) and
inelastic channel ℏω = 2 μeV (inelastic fixed window scan IFWS)
were collected during the heating steps. QENS spectra were corrected
(background subtraction, normalization by vanadium, and conversion
to Q and energy transfer) using Lamp.64 Detectors where the signal
was strongly contaminated by coherent scattering corresponding to
Bragg reflections were then discarded. Due to the large incoherent
cross section of hydrogen, QENS is particularly sensible to proton
motion. Thus, in our sample, almost half of the neutron scattering
signal comes from absorbed water molecules, in spite of their small
concentration. Furthermore, the remaining signal is fundamentally
coherent and is concentrated on the Bragg peaks, so once they are
removed, the remaining signal represents, to a very good
approximation, the incoherent QENS of protons in the BCZY
powder. Therefore, the corrected dynamic structure factors S(Q, ℏω)
obtained within the dynamic range of 30 μeV were fitted to a model
for incoherent QENS consisting of a sum of a delta function and a
Lorentzian whose width is given by the Chudley−Elliot Model
(CEM).65 This model is then convoluted with the instrument
resolution (obtained from the measurement of a vanadium standard)
and a flat background is added. Such a model has already been used
by Noferini et al. to analyze the QENS dynamics in another series of
proton conducting perovskites.55
At each temperature, 12 spectra were obtained and fitted using 3
main Q-independent parameters ( f 0, l, and τ; see below) plus a set of
auxiliary Q-dependent parameters to account for the arbitrary
intensity scale and a flat background (see eq 3). As there is a strong
correlation between f 0 and τ, on a second step the value of f 0 was
fixed, l was also fixed to the average jump length obtained from the
first set of fits at all temperatures considered 3.4(1) Å, and only the
mean residence time was refined.
Detailed Structural Characterization. ND patterns of prehy-
drated BCZY powder were collected at room temperature, 200, 400,
and 600 °C under atmospheric air. ND patterns were acquired at the
ILL D2B instrument using a wavelength of 1.594 Å and the high flux
mode. The BCZY powder was mounted in a vanadium can for room
temperature measurement and in a quartz sample holder inside an
induction furnace with a thin vanadium foil heater for high
temperature measurement in atmospheric air. Additionally, laboratory
XRD patterns of the same samples were collected using an Anton Paar
HTK1200 high temperature chamber coupled to the above-described
PANalytical Empyrean diffractometer. The instrumental profiles were
obtained from diffraction standards. XRD and ND patterns were
simultaneously fitted by the Rietveld method using the multipattern
fit mode of the Fullprof Suite with a common structural model
according to reference.54 Thompson−Cox−Hastings pseudo-Voigt
convoluted with axial divergence asymmetry function was considered
for peak profiles. The oxygen occupancy, atom positions and isotropic
atomic displacement parameters were refined and related to the
structural distortion. The ND background was refined with a linear
interpolation of N selected points, while the XRD background was
modeled with a Chebyshev polynomial. Crystallite size and isotropic
microstrain were also evaluated. In a previous work, the water content
on prehydrated powder was analyzed by thermogravimetry (TG)
under a dry oxidizing atmosphere.13 Nuclear and electron density
distributions were analyzed by a combination of the maximum
entropy method (MEM) with Rietveld analysis using the Dysnomia
software.66 The MEM applied to XRD and ND patterns allows us to
reconstruct the electronic and nuclear density maps, respectively.67,68
For example, for polycrystalline XRD data, the well-known phase
problem prevents us from determining the charge density by an
inverse Fourier transform applied to the observed crystal structure
factors. However, MEM can infer the unobserved crystal structure
factors from the observed ones and maximizes the entropic
information.69,70 Also, MEM provides the experimental evidence of
a bonding state, atomic disorder, and ion conduction into crystal
structures. Many examples of MEM applied to material science can be
found in the references.71−74 The resulting electronic and nuclear
density distribution maps were visualized with the VESTA software.75
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preliminary Structural Characterization. The XRD
pattern of BCZY powder acquired in the laboratory at room
temperature is indexed according to the cubic Pm3m space
group.7,8,12,13 Additionally, the interplanar d-spacing (dhkl)
values as estimated from Selected Area Electron Diffraction
(SAED) patterns indicate a good match with those calculated
from XRD.
XAS allows us to determine oxidation states and location of
dopants in some zirconium and cerium perovskites.76−80 From
BCZY spectral analysis, Zr4+ is 6-fold coordinated to oxygen
atoms in an octahedral cluster of the cubic structure. However,
it is not possible to resolve small distortions in the first
coordination spheres between rhombohedral and cubic
symmetries. This preliminary characterization suggests that
BCZY presents a cubic symmetry at room temperature. For
more experimental details and a broad discussion, see the
Supporting Information.
Simultaneous Characterization: In Situ Crystallo-
graphic and Conductivity Study. It is expected that
protonic conductivity of BCZY dominates the transport
mechanism in nonenvironmental operating conditions. How-
ever, under these conditions, the crystalline structure may be
subjected to changes, affecting the ionic transport. That is why
it is interesting to perform a simultaneous characterization of
ionic conductivity and crystal structure to understand and
predict the behavior of the material under realistic operating
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conditions. The Nyquist plot and S-XRD pattern of BCZY
simultaneously obtained at 400 °C in wet synthetic air are
displayed in Figure 1a,b, respectively. For the Rietveld analyses
the same cubic crystallographic model as for the laboratory
XRD data was applied. At 400 °C, the calculated lattice
parameter is 4.318(1) Å, which is consistent with our previous
results from laboratory high-temperature XRD experiments
(4.324(1) Å).13 The Nyquist plot presents two arcs that were
fitted by using an EEC composed of two electrical circuits in
series, each one composed by a resistance R in parallel with a
constant phase element CPE. The high-frequency arc
corresponds to the total BCZY impedance due to the overlap
between bulk and grain boundary conductivity contributions.13
The conductivity σ was obtained from the real axis
interception of the high frequency arc (see σ−1 in Figure 1a),
normalized by geometry and then corrected for the sample
porosity (∼22%) according to our previous work.13 So, for
instance, at 400 °C in wet synthetic air, BCZY displayed a high
frequency arc with σ ≈ 0.002 S cm−1, a relaxation frequency
fmax = 100 kHz, and capacitance C = 8 nFcm
−1. The
corresponding activation energy Ea is 0.45 eV. It was proposed
that the bulk transport mechanism of electrical charges in
Ba(Ce,Zr,Y)O3−δ protonic conductors involves (i) hydroxide
OHO
• formation by water vapor incorporation into oxygen
vacancies VO
•• and (ii) interstitial proton hopping through
oxygen sites OO
x into the structure.12 The first step corresponds
to the hydration reaction VO
•• + H2 O + OO
x ⇆ 2OHO
• and the
second one to the hydrogen jump by an OO−H•···OOx
exchange, following a random migration path. A bulk protonic
conduction mechanism is characterized by a low activation
energy (0.2−0.6 eV)81 and high proton solubility up to 600
°C.6,82 The obtained Ea = 0.45 eV suggests that the major
influence on the total conductivity is a bulk contribution.13
The low Ea value is in agreement with that of other cubic
BaZr0.9Y0.1O3−δ perovskites, which show a decrease on Ea with
the increase of the lattice parameter.83,84 However, note that
this capacitance value is larger than those related to typical
bulk conductivities, which are around ∼0.001 nF cm−1,13
leading to the question of whether a geometrical factor may be
affecting the capacitance values during the IS experiments. In
order to check for a possible geometrical influence, relative
permittivity (ε) measurements as a function of frequency were
performed on BCZY dense samples at room temperature
under air atmosphere. The obtained ε values were compared at
two different length/area (l/A) ratios: alongside the bar (∼0.5
cm distance and l/A ∼ 10 cm−1) and between faces (∼0.1 cm
and l/A ∼ 0.4 cm−1). Remarkably, both measurements show
the same trend with ε values of 122 and 15 at 20 Hz and 300
kHz, respectively. An explanation of this effect is that for large
l/A factors, a stray capacitance can swamp the bulk
capacitance.85 This kind of effect was already reported by
other authors but for thin-films of doped barium zirconates.
For example, capacitance valuesaround 100 nF cm−1 were
already reported for 1 μm thick BaZr0.8Y0.2O3−δ epitaxial films
grown on MgO and Al2O3.
86 Also, bulk conductivity,
relaxation frequency and capacitance of ∼0.02 S cm−1, 20
kHz, and 170 nF cm−1, respectively, were reported for
BaZr0.8Y0.2O3−δ films measured at 400 °C under wet diluted
hydrogen.86
Figure 1c shows the simultaneous evolution of conductivity
σ and lattice parameter a as a function of temperature T under
a wet synthetic air feed. Conductivity and lattice parameter
increase linearly between 200 and 480 °C and above 540 °C.
On the contrary, there is a conductivity reduction and lattice
compression between 490 and 530 °C. The correlation
Figure 1. Simultaneous data acquisition of BCZY bar. (a) IS spectrum
and (b) S-XRD data collected at 400 °C in wet synthetic air. The
peaks indicated as “*” on the diffraction pattern correspond to traces
of Ag ink and Al2O3. (c) Conductivity and lattice parameter obtained
from IS and S-XRD simultaneous measurements as a function of
temperature.
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between conductivity and structure changes observed here is in
agreement with those proposed by Malavasi et al. for the
parent BaCe0.8Y0.2O2.9 protonic conductor perovskite, which
presents several phase transitions (monoclinic, orthorhombic,
rhombohedral, and cubic) between room temperature and 800
°C.53 These authors suggest that the slope change observed in
the electrical conductivity up to 500 °C would be associated
with phase transitions from orthorhombic to rhombohedral
symmetry. Moreover, they did not exclude that the slope
change could also be associated with a transport mechanism
change. However, our HT-XRD pattern data are indexed with
the above-mentioned cubic symmetry in the whole temper-
ature range according to bibliography.7−14 We have strong
hints to propose that the same trend observed for conductivity
and lattice parameter could be explained by a change in the
transport mechanism, i.e., interstitial proton hopping to oxygen
vacancy diffusion.13 However, it is not clear if this change,
associated with the dehydration of the oxide, also induces a
rearrangement of oxygen atoms resulting in a phase transition
hidden by the insensitivity of X-rays to distinguish light-atom
positions in the presence of heavy atoms.
Proton Conductivity Verification. The protonic trans-
port nature of BCZY can be resolved from experiments on the
H/D isotopic effect. Figure 2 displays the variation of
conductivity with temperature in air wet by H2O and D2O.
The H/D isotopic effect β and protonic transport number tH+























where σH+, σD+, σVO••, and σel correspond to proton (OH
•),
deuterium (OD•), oxygen vacancies (VO
••), and electronic
conductivity, respectively. It was reported that the p-type
electronic conductivity is present at high temperatures and wet
oxidizing atmospheres;82,87−90 however, our discussion is
focused to describe the ionic transport nature. Further
boundary conditions are reasonably defined for those temper-
atures where oxygen vacancies are fully hydrated and the
number of free oxygen vacancies is negligible, and those
temperatures that support the complete dehydration of oxygen
vacancies. Focusing mainly in the ionic part,15 three
conductivity regions can be distinguished as follows (see
Figure 2):
• Below 400 °C, σ (H2O) > σ (D2O), the sample is fully
hydrated σH+ ≫ σVO••, and tH+ ≈ 1. β takes values between
1.4 and 1.8, which is indicative for proton conductivity,
in agreement with those reported for Ricote et al. for
BaCe0.9−xZrxY0.1O3−δ compounds.
82
• Above 700 °C, σ (H2O) = σ (D2O), the sample is
completely dehydrated (see Figure 3 in ref 13), σH+ ≪
σVO••, and electrical conductivity is independent of the
(heavy) water content of the gas feed, so β ≈ 1 and tH+ ≈
0. There is no protonic conductivity and the transport
mechanism is dominated by oxygen vacancies.
• Between 400 and 600 °C, oxygen vacancies are partially
hydrated and σtotal ≈ σH+ + σVO••, which corresponds to
mixed protonic and oxygen ionic conductivity. β takes
values between 1.2 and 1.4 and tH+ < 1.
The slight difference between the conductivity indicated on
Figure 1c and Figure 2 could be due to the shorter times
between collection data for in situ experiments, which would
produce an incomplete hydration/dehydration condition. The
dwell time before simultaneous measurements was 30 min;
meanwhile the isotopic effect on impedance spectra were
collected after 45 min.
The conductivity is also related to the hydrogen-diffusion
coefficient (DH), which depends on the jump distance (l) and
a relaxation frequency or characteristic time of residence (τ).
These parameters can be estimated from QENS experiments.
Figure 3a shows the effect of temperature on the QENS
spectra of BCZY at the minimum Q measured. With increasing
temperature, the fraction of immobile protons ( f 0), not
contributing to the diffusive dynamics, decreases and the width
of the Lorentzian function increases, as a larger fraction of
protons jump between oxygen sites and the residence time
decreases. Figure 3b shows an example of the fits achieved
using the CEM65 and eq 3:
Figure 2. Isotopic effect on the conductivity in synthetic air with a
water concentration of ∼2% H2O or a heavy water concentration of
∼2% D2O in the gas feed.
Figure 3. (a) Neutron scattering spectra, S(Q, ℏω) of BCZY at
momentum transfer Q = 0.19 Å−1. The inset compares the
temperature effect on quasielastic dispersion. (b) Exemplary fit of a
QENS spectrum using the CEM.
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where S(Q, ℏω) is the corrected dynamic structure factors
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The l was fixed to the average jump length of 3.4(1) Å. This
distance is comparable to the typical intraoctahedral oxygen
distance (of ∼3.1 Å), and only the mean residence time was
refined. At 25 °C the quasielastic intensity is so small that no
reliable values for τ can be obtained. However, between 200
and 600 °C reasonable fits were obtained and the resulting
parameters are shown in Table 1, together with the proton
diffusion coefficients derived from the mean residence times.
The diffusion coefficients obtained here are in good agreement
with those previously determined also using QENS in doped
barium zirconates (e.g., for BaZr0.8In0.2O2.90, DH ∼ 2.8 × 10−7
cm2/s at 277 °C,55 and for BaZr0.85Y0.15O2.925, DH ∼ 2.5 × 10−6
cm2/s at 400 °C).91 Fitting the data shown in Table 1 to an
Arrhenius law, we obtain an activation energy of 245(30) meV.
This is larger than values reported from other QENS studies by
Noferini et al., which are in the range 40−120 meV,55 or Braun
et al. for BaZr0.9Y0.1O3−δ.
92 Nevertheless, they are still below
usual activation energies derived from IS measurements, which
are usually in the range 300−600 meV,92−94 or even QENS
measurements on Ba[Ca(1+x)/3Nb(2−x)/3]O3−x/2 mixed perov-
skites.95 As in most of the studied cases, when the diffusion
coefficients obtained from QENS and EIS are compared, there
is a noticeable difference of about 2 orders of magnitude. In
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where kB, e, V, and [OH
•] correspond to Boltzmann constant,
electron charge, unit-cell volume, and proton concentration on
perovskite, respectively.46 Thus, at 400 °C, we obtain a value
Dσ = 7.2 × 10
−9 cm2 s−1, which can be compared with the
value of DH derived from QENS, 1.6 × 10
−6 cm2 s−1. Those
differences are similar to those reported by other authors91,92
and are explained by the fact that they correspond to different
diffusion mechanisms. The first one evaluates an effective
conductivity diffusion at a macroscopic level, whereas QENS is
sensitive to local diffusion processes involving the protons in
the nanometer and nanosecond ranges.
Enhanced Structural Characterization. So far, the
described results confirm that BCZY is a protonic conductor
below 600 °C and that crystal structure and conductivity are
correlated. Water incorporation causes XRD peak broadening
and strain, and it induces lattice expansion. Conversely, lattice
contraction and strain relief are due to dehydration. These
behaviors are in agreement with our previous study on BCZY
perovskites.13 Besides, the observed correlation between
conductivity and lattice parameter, in particular, the kink
below 525 °C, could be associated with a change of symmetry
during sample dehydration. However, XRD is insensible to
detect symmetry changes caused by the rearrangement of light
atoms inside a heavy atom lattice like BCZY. Hence, ND is a
key technique to overcome this hurdle. For instance, Malavasi
et al. reported three phase transitions for lower Zr-doping
levels (x = 0.1 and 0.2) in BaCe0.85‑xZrxY0.15O3−δ from
monoclinic to orthorhombic to rhombohedral to cubic
symmetry, between room temperature and 800 °C in air
under static conditions. Samples with higher Zr-doping levels
(x = 0.3 and 0.4) exhibited rhombohedral symmetry at room
temperature and cubic symmetry above 520 °C.54 Mather et al.
reported phase transitions, octahedral tilting angles, deuterium
sites, and O−D distance for BaZr0.7Ce0.2Y0.1O3−δ perovskites
by a combination of synchrotron XRD and ND at several
temperatures.96 These authors reported that phase stability is
also highly dependent on the hydration degree.
BaZr0.7Ce0.2Y0.1O3−δ presents two transitions (orthorhombic
to rhombohedral and then to cubic symmetry) between −188
and +900 °C on the heating run at low vacuum, while the
rhombohedral to cubic phase transition occurs below room
temperature on the cooling run for the dehydrated sample.
This behavior was also observed for other Ba-rich perovskites.
For example, Knöchel et al. and Waidha et al. combined XRD
and ND to evaluate the crystal structure of Ba(Fe,Co)O3−δ
mixed proton and electronic conductors with low and high
water content.97,98 Therefore, the real structure of BCZY can
be determined by combining XRD and ND. Figure 4 compares
XRD and ND patterns of powders presaturated with H2O
vapor at room temperature and the corresponding samples
measured in air. Again, XRD results suggest BCZY adopting a
cubic symmetry Pm3m whereas the oxygen lattice obtained
from ND pattern reveals a slight distortion of the perovskite
oxygen octahedra leading to a rhombohedral symmetry R3c.
This result is in agreement with those reported for Malavasi et
al.54 The phase transition between room temperature R3c and
high temperature Pm3m is related by intermediate symmetries,
some of them could be compatible with the room temperature
diffraction patterns. By using the tools from the Bilbao
Crystallographic Server,99−101 we obtained the possible
klassengleiche (k) subgroups from the parent Pm3m to
evaluate the crystalline structure of the sample. The poor
fitting results allowed us to discard the possibility of symmetry
higher than R3c for the room temperatures.
Figure 5 presents the results of a simultaneous refinement of
XRD and ND patterns of BCZY at 400 and 600 °C collected
under ambient atmosphere. Table 2 summarizes the refined
structural parameters. The oxygen occupation is ∼97%, and
the oxygen content 3 − δ ∼ 2.9, which is almost constant
throughout the whole temperature range and in agreement
with the Y3+ doping. The Wyckoff positions of the hydrogen
atoms in BCZY are 36f and 12h for R3c and Pm3m,
respectively.96 The lattice parameters of the rhombohedral
phase increase between 25 and 400 °C. The short and long
intraoctahedral O−O distances increase from 3.052 to 3.061
and 3.068 to 3.073 Å, respectively. However, long intra-
Table 1. Temperature-Dependent Fraction of Immobile
Protons f 0 for an Average Jump Length of 3.4 Å, Residence
Time τ, and Hydrogen Diffusion Coefficient DH
T (°C) f 0 τ (ns) DH (cm2 s−1)
200 0.75 0.9 (4) 2.1(9) × 10−7
400 0.45 0.16 (5) 1.2(4) × 10−6
600 0.50 0.06 (3) 3.3 (1.6) × 10−6
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octahedral O−O distances decrease from 4.605 to 4.554 Å and
the short ones increase from 4.032 to 4.109 Å. This effect
indicates the loss of the octahedral tilt and, with it, the loss of
the rhombohedral symmetry. BCZY presents a second-order
phase transition from R3c to Pm3m above 400 °C.96
Basically, the phase transition is related to a crystallographic
distortion induced by the hydration/dehydration process,
which affects the lattice parameters, mass content, thermal
expansion coefficient (TEC), and ionic transport properties.
This phase transition influences the ionic transport mecha-
nism, which is moderated by water under oxidizing and
reducing atmospheres as observed by Mather et al. for
BaZr0.7Ce0.2Y0.1O3−δ perovskites.
96 In addition, the combined
XRD/ND analyses indicate that the O−O distances of BCZY
reach about 3.1 Å, which are comparable to those calculated by
using QENS and CEM, thus demonstrating that hydrogen
transport happens through interoctahedral O−O jump
diffusion.
The correlation between structural and dynamic information
obtained from neutron techniques could give us insight into
the hydrogen transfer mechanism. Density functional theory
(DFT) calculations on Gd-doped102 and Y-doped103
BaCeO3−δ compounds suggest that interoctahedral hopping
is favored by octahedral tilting, which shortens some of the O−
O distances, from one apical oxygen site toward the next one
on the next near-neighbor octahedron. Jeong et al.103
estimated from DFT, the energy barriers along different
pathways for the proton migration in Y-doped BaCeO3,
obtaining 0.45 eV for intraoctahedral proton transfer and 0.22
eV for interoctahedral transfer. However, these energy barriers
increase to 0.75−1.12 eV and 0.40−0.45 eV when two protons
are considered for the calculations for intra- and interoctahe-
dral hopping, respectively. Azad et al.52 suggests from ND
studies on deuterated samples of BaCe0.4Zr0.4Sc0.2O2.90 that the
proton hopping mainly involves the O interoctahedral sites
through the shorter O−O distance on the BaO planes (i.e., O-
apical), which is in agreement with those proposed by DFT
calculations.102,103 In this work, the different O−O distances
obtained for the rhombohedral structure are displayed in
Figure 6a. This shows the shorter jump length distances for the
intraoctahedral hydrogen transfer in comparison to the length
distances for the interoctahedral one. In addition, nuclear
density distributions calculated by the maximum entropy
method (MEM)67,68 are shown in Figure 6c for two parallel
(012) planes: Ba−O and (CeZr,Y)−O (see planes indicated in
Figure 6b). These figures symbolize the largest oxygen
anisotropy on the Ce,Zr,Y−O plane with respect to the Ba−
O plane despite the structure being fitted with an isotropic
model for an atomic Debye−Waller thermal displacements.
This anisotropy stimulates proton hopping into the O
intraoctahedral sites, in agreement with the QENS results.
The combination of these techniques confirm the protonic
nature of BCZY conduction below 600 °C, and the
intraoctahedra hydrogen transport through the perovskite.
The main difference between BCZY and those discussed above
is that in those cases, the perovskites present higher distorted
structure with two crystallographic sites for O.
Then, it is reasonable to expect that high symmetry of BCZY
enhance the intraoctahedral hydrogen jump instead of
interoctahedral.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Crystallographic and transport properties of BCZY were
simultaneously studied in situ by S-XRD and IS, respectively.
These results, in addition to the analysis of the isotopic effect
H/D, indicate a strong correlation between crystallographic
and electrochemical temperature-dependent properties, where
protonic conductivity is the dominant transport mechanism
Figure 4. (a) Comparison between XRD and ND patterns of BCZY
powder samples acquired at room temperature in air. (b) Cubic and
rhombohedral crystal structures of BCYZ.
Figure 5. Simultaneous refinement of BCZY powder samples for
XRD (above) and ND (below) patterns collected in air at (a) 400 °C
fitted using rhombohedral symmetry and (b) at 600 °C with cubic
structure.
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below 600 °C. Then, the operation temperature range for
BCZY to be used as proton conductor, e.g., in energy
applications, was effectively determined in this work. The
proton transport nature in the BCZY was also confirmed by
QENS, which indicates self-diffusion by proton hopping
between intraoctahedral oxygen sites with hydrogen jump
distances of about 3.1 Å and a self-diffusion coefficient of 9.4 ×
10−7 cm2 s−1 at 400 °C. The strong correlation between the
structure and transport below 600 °C suggested that the BCZY
structure is more complex than the single cubic phase observed
by X-ray and electron diffraction techniques at room
temperature. Complementary XRD and ND revealed a
rhombohedral symmetry R3c between 25 and 400 °C that
transforms into cubic with a Pm3m space group at 600 °C once
the sample dehydration is complete. The intraoctahedral
oxygen distances reach about 3.1 Å, which are comparable to
those calculated by QENS and shorter than the interoctahedral
oxygen distance in the BaO plane (4.1−4.5 Å). This is in
agreement with a hydrogen self-diffusion mechanism, where
hydrogen transfer mainly involves jumps between intra-
octahedral oxygen instead of the typical interoctahedral
transfer dominating in other more distorted perovskites.
Characterization techniques based on neutrons resulted to be
key to unveil the protonic nature of BCZY and can be
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